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EDITORS NOTE
SO here is our first issue!
This has been super fun to do and I’m really
proud of it.
February was a busy month for me and I feel like
i could have spent so much more time on this.
There is so much
mu more to be done and said and
im excited to see where this zine will go!
Super thankful and excited about everyone who
has help contribute to this months issue!
It’s what this zine is all about and it could not
have been done without the help and voice of
others
We want to make this work as a collective of
contributors so PLEASE DO get in touch if you
have anything you want to say or contribute for
next months issue!
This months will probably just be a digital copy
but we hope soon to be able to start printing!
Hope you enjoy
enj this and hang around to see more
stuff from us!
Chris

WHAT WE ARE
We want to be an alternate voice for everyone in Portsmouth & Southsea.
Whether you’re a Southsea veteran or you’re a student who has only been living
in the city for a few months. Portsmouth has been a hub for alternative movements for decades. A metropolis of LOUD culture and outrageous MOVEMENTS.
Portsmouth does not define the people but the people define Portsmouth. Over
the decades Portsmouth has seen it all, from the first live debut of one of rock’s
most seminal albums Darkside of the moon in 1972 to an anarchist Pompey
punk movement.
mo
Talents such as Bowie, Nirvana, Radiohead, the Smiths have
all shared their music with the city YOU live in. Southsea is built and held up by
its people. You can be a visitor who marvels but never really knows or you can
be a person who finds the throwback Punk box that is the Loft, who can say they
saw the next big band down at the Wedgewood rooms before their tickets cost an
arm, a leg and half your student loan to afford.
WE want to be the voice of a collective of people who have been influenced by
the culture of Southsea. We are also an alternative voice about ANY relevant
cultural and artistic movements and topics that arise around the people of this
city or the experiences YOU’VE had here.
STUDENTS you have come from near, far and from the fucking moon to be here
so get to know it! Be taken in by the culture and make it your own. Leave your
mark. Say your words, your thoughts and find out your city! Leave your
FOOTPRINT on the city and contribute to its growing history of DIY diversity
and bring your own to Portsmouth. Portsmouth is a malleable city which is
ready to be moulded by anyone who is brave enough to throw themselves into it
and scream about what they want.
Find out who your city is, there is something for everyone weather you are this
or that, and if there isn’t something for you then make it and let people know.
WE DON’T WANT TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR NIGHT IN PRYSM.
This is YOUR guide to YOUR city about what YOU do.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF YOUR LOCAL
SOUTHSEA BANDS

Introduce yourselves!
James Guvercin - I play Guitar, Bass, Drums and sing
Samuel Diaper - I play Bass, Guitar and sing
Calum Alexander - I play Drums, Bass and do backing
vocals

Biggest musical inflences?
We are all massive fans of The Cribs because of their DIY mindset and the
incredibly devoted fanbase they've built up over the years of being a band. As
songwriters me and Sam draw lots upon Queens Of The Stone Age and
Mansun, the way they unpredictably change between different sections and
motifs is something we love as it keeps everything interesting and non
repetitive. Drums wise me and Calum are both huge appreciators of Gianni
repetiti
Honey of The Wytches, the organised caoss he creates makes for a perfect mix
between sloppy and technical to create complex engaging grooves.
How long have you guys
lived in southsea for?
We've all lived in Portsmouth most of our lives however I was originally
born in Scunthorpe, despite none of us living in southsea we are all based
very close and spend lots of time there.

How did you
all meet?
Me and Sam have been writing music and playing in
bands since we met eachother through GCSE music, but it
wasn't til we started college that we met Calum and
started spending time with eachother which led to asking
him to be the drum for us.

How has southsea
influenced you and
your music?
I think the fact that Southsea is very clearly the most
accepting of all things weird and artistic in
Portsmouth makes it a massive haven for musicians
and as a result of that a lot of inspiration can be taken
from the area. Living by the sea also has quite a
subconscious impact on lyrics for us as quite a few of
our songs have references to water.

Favourite place you have
performed and why?
The Wave Maiden has definitely been our collective favourite gig so
far, the staff are all lovely and incredibly supportive of independent
local music and gigs not put on by the same promoters. It's a very
intimate setting in there and being on the same floor level as the
crowd is a nice change.

favourite band you've
seen in southsea?
J - My personal favourite would be when IDLES played castle road
for record store day last year, one of the best live acts around for
sure.
C - Is Bliss at Icebreaker earlier this year because they always
manage to create such an expansive sound with three people,
something we aim to do aswell.
S - I'd definitely
de
say The Front Bottoms at Portsmouth pyramids,
just because of how great of a live band they are and as a result of
that how amped up they always get a crowd.

how long have you
been a band?
We've been playing as a three piece for about 7-8
months now but were part of a larger five piece before
hand for a brief spell.

what part of the music
scene in southsea has
influenced you the most/is
your favourite?
We all really like the vast amount of local
venues and small pubs that put on live bands,
especially along Albert Road. This gives a lot of
chance for people to discover new and emerging
local acts.
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THE VACCINES - COMBAT SPORTS
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SUNFLOWER BEAN - TWENTYTWO IN BLUE

23-03-18

SOCCER MOMMY - CLEAN
02-03-18

ICE BREAKER
REVIEW
BY RACHEL
FAGAN
Voted Best Event in this year's Portsmouth News awards, this rapidly
expanding yet still low-key music festival is blossoming into one of the
best South coast music fests, since its debut just 3 years ago in January
2015, with 74 groups, duos and solo musicians across 6 venues in Southsea in 1 day. The festival introduces, promotes and celebrates unsigned
music acts from all over the South Coast and it has grown vastly since
then, swelling to this year's fest being spread across 2 days (Friday 2nd
and Saturday
Saturd 3rd February) and an impressive 152 acts across 13 stages,
using pretty much all of Albert Road and spreading into Elm Grove's The
Deco and The Honest Politician pubs. All sets are short - around 30 minutes except for each venue's headlining act which ranges from 45 minutes
to an hour. So this way, you are treated to a musical tapas of different
dishes and flavours.
The choice of venues works well; all often host live music and DJs
anyway and the places are fairly close together. There are
conveniently also lots of sit-down and takeaway eateries
sprinkled across both Albert Rd and Elm Grove too, along
cashpoints, shops and convenience stores - all very handy for 10
hours of bands! The other venues then, included the
beautifully-decorated Vaults pub which boasts an upstairs and
beautiful
downstairs stage, The Loft - the small function room (often great
for alternative music gigs!) above the nearby Kings pub and The
Royal Albert, another watering hole located very close by. Other
venues playing host to the music acts were Mexican-themed bar
Acapulco, the recently renamed Lord John Russell, the
ever-popular One-Eyed Dog and Fat Fox, tiny loft cocktail bar
above The Atrium, and last, but by no means least one of
Portsmouth largest and most established live music venues the
Wedgewood Rooms and its younger, smaller sister the Edge of the
Wedge.

My day started, regrettably a little late, so I was not in time to catch
Portsmouth's own Bemis, freshly crowned 'Best Band' by Portsmouth
News. They opened the Wedgewood Rooms on Saturday. Others I missed
included Kilkovech, Grief Daddy and the 'thrash-punkers' The SLM.
Braving a steady, grey drizzle archetypal for February, I headed to the
Br
Kings to exchange my ticket for the obligatory wristband which would
allow entry all day and evening for each of the venues and from there I
trotted along to the One Eyed Dog to meet a friend and catch the tail end
of female-fronted genre-defying trio Clt Drp, who'd whirled onto the tiny
stage like a tornado of electro-disco-punk mixed with shock rock, dubstep and sheer sheer noise. I’m told this band were hugely exciting and
somewhat havoc-making
h
-a rousing start to the day indeed!
Next up were Dead Lettuce at metaller haunt The Deco. These guys were
stoner-rock personified, however there were smatterings of variation in
heir heavy, heavy bass-led set; a dash of psychedelia here, a big dollop of
doom there, even a touch of prog, amongst killer guitar riffs. Hints of
Black Sabbath, Kyuss and Monster Magnet spring to mind.

My next venture was to the Wedgewood to catch Eastleigh trio Broken Links,
who have been a personal local favourite of mine since I first saw them at
Icebreaker 2015. Now embarking upon their third album, I would best
describe as 'power-post-punk-death-electro'! Indeed influences range from
Joy Division to Depeche Mode and Muse to The Manics. The lead singer has a
highly distinctive vocal, powerful and haunting and there are lots of terrific
hooks in the chords, which make each track edgy and with that 'earworm'
quality. I was a little disappointed that the largest venue wasn't more well-atqualit
tended for Broken Links today, however really enjoyed their tight-than-tight
set with a good selection of the older material in addition to the new tracks.
Afterwards I wandered next door into the Edge of the Wedge, where Waif and
Stray a lively, upbeat folk-country band were playing. The female vocalist and
rhythm guitarist was very smiley and enjoying banter with the small crowd,
tightly packed into the tiny venue. Whilst a little twee for my own personal
tastes, Waif and Stray nevertheless provided light relief and a change of
musical direction, which would be welcome for some (and just helps to celebrate the diversity of music at Icebreaker), ending their set with a cheeky
rendition of Shania Twain's 'That Don’t Impress Me Much'.

I joined a couple of friends for Flowvers next, again next door at the
Wedge's main stage. This quartet look like a cooler, more indie version of
a boy band and probably have a combined age of less than 50. What a
pleasant surprise – belying their tender years they had style, confidence, stage presence – and decent tunes to boot. Flowvers were musically very tight, and with jangly indie-guitar-pop anthems of their own, I
can see this band growing and going places if they carry on down this
path.
Next were The Deltorers and for me – the band of the day. This trio from
Bournemouth were simply incredible, such was the sheer force of their
energy. The lead singer has a massive vocal range and this was explored
to the hilt; there was cooing, cawing, crooning, rapping, screaming,
rasping, growling and howling – all culminating in an exquisite noise
leaving you pausing for breath. There was an exciting raw punk energy,
anger and edge, reminiscent of the late '70s and early '80s punk, mixed
in with a touch
tou of '90s grunge such as Mudhoney, but brought kicking
and screaming into the post-millennium Britain, much in the same vein
– but by no means less authentic – as the likes of Slaves, Idles and Wolf
Alice. Absolutely tremendous stuff.
I was on a bit of a high after this and decided to trek to the Honest Politician,
the furthest point from the Wedge in terms of distance, though not in terms
of musical quality as Portsmouth's own Battery Hens took to the stage. A
small but lively, bantering crowd gathered and as always, they performed
well - with their unique genre-bending sound and easy sway between hardcore punk to soft shoegaze to Cardiacs-style antics, they seldom disappoint;
though interestingly, a fellow punter did say to me later 'I liked them better
when they didn't have
h
actual proper songs, when it was just noise!'. I decided to stay at The Honest Poli for a little longer, order a drink and catch some
of the next band, the venue's headliners Noyo Mathis, whose lead vocalist
sounded a lot like Stuart Murdoch from Belle and Sebastian, with the
distinctive falsetto, which sounded dreamy and other-wordly at times but
slightly whining and dreary at others. (insert apology to any B&S fans
reading!) Their set started with promise, with rousing harmonies adding
layers amidst gentle chords to a raw sincerity. But for me, the set dipped a
little after the first few numbers, and not getting the ‘punch’ I was hoping
for from the final act at the HP, I found my attentions wandering instead of
being drawn deeper into the set as I’d hoped. I left after about 25 minutes –
which I admit could have been a mistake as their debut album ‘We Become
Who We’ve Always Been’ has had rave reviews - to head to the Fat Fox for
the final 3 acts of the night.

I arrived to a heaving, raucous mass of gig-goers, many now the worse for
wear after several hours of watching bands and consuming copious
quantities of alcohol! I met up with a couple of friends, in varying stages
of fatigue and drunkenness; very well-timed for Brighton-based
garage-noise-art-punk duo SkiNNY MiLK. Well, if anyone was going to get
the party restarted and wake the punters up, it was these lads! Clad only
in a pair of Bermuda shorts and sporting a long tumbling mane of spiral
locks twisting frantically, charismatic lead vocalist/bassist Johnny Hart
lo
erupted onto the stage and immediately drew the crowd’s attention,
amidst of wonderfully distorted amp feedback. Drummer Tim Cox was a
power-horse behind the drums, and it was astonishing how much power
and noise came from just two people; if your back was turned you would
easily think it was a four-piece. This pair were, for many I spoke to on
and after the event, one of the highlights of Icebreaker.

One could almost expect to take
ta a breather
after SkiNNY MiLK’s explosive set, but the
penultimate act Thieves By the Code put a
different slant on things with their darkly
sinister keyboard intro, twisting easily into
an eclectic, intriguing, heady set spanning
scuzzy-blues-stoner-psychedelia with gothic
cinematic horror.
ho
I really enjoyed the
diversity of their set which made it also
completely unique experience and would be
very intrigued to see them again in another
setting.

Eagerly-anticipated headliners then were Portsmouth’s own
popular and well-acclaimed Horseflies, who are always a joy to
watch and just seem to grow and flourish with each performance.
With wonderfully dark but catchy tracks, guitar chords which take
you back to the early ‘80s UK Decay, Joy Division and Killing Joke
post-punk nostalgia, but with a punk energy nestled firmly in the
21st century, these guys have evocative, multi-layered melodies,
stage presence and ultimately just seem to really love and believe in
what they’re creating. It’s hard to believe
belie they only formed in April
2016; albeit from the remnants of previous locally well-established
bands such as Attack! Vipers! And Deluxe Flamingos \and drawing
from a range of influences from Fugazi to Mark Lanegan to Eagulls
but in this relatively short period, Horseflies have produced
stunning material in EP ‘These Halls Are Haunted Now’ and album
‘Sea Control’. Horseflies are set to grow and grow. Watch this space.

And so endeth Icebreaker 2018. All in all, a wonderfully inspiring and
uplifting festival, and brilliant for a musical education! And all for
just £10. I can’t recommend this event enough – it’s an excellent way
of discovering new music and supporting local and unsigned bands
and also a bloody good old-fashioned pub crawl in the heart of Southsea. Roll on Icebreaker 2019…..

BY RACHEL FAGAN

MARCH GIGS

GARY NUMAN
12-03-18
PYRAMIDS CENTRE

RAE MORRIS
19-03-18
WEDGEROOMS

THE STRANGLERS
13-03-18
GUILDHALL

THE TEMPERNCE
MOVEMENT
07-03-18
PYRAMIDS CENTRE

An Ocean Apart
By
Nadia Kuftinoff
Coney Island Beach, New York, January 2016.
My most enduring memory
memo is how cold it was. After I left the
subway train I'd been sat on for nearly an hour, the wind chill factor
meant my core temperature plummeted. The sky was totally clear
and the sun was useless. There was no warmth to be found on the
desolate boardwalk, shut up for off season, a few brave joggers,
nothing more. There was a Dunkin' Donuts as I headed to the sand
and I scuttled inside, almost unable to get in as I fought to open the
door against
a
the gust. I had never been to a Dunkin' Donuts before,
or had I, I tried to think, maybe a drive thru a few times, out on the
road travelling from one city to the next, hardly any time between
shows to stop anywhere.
It was a scatty little place but they gave me cheap hot coffee that
warmed my hands up a little, and I helped myself to napkins to blow
my nose with and went back out to the beach.
I trundled along slowly, sinking into the sand, drinking the coffee
quickly and finding a rubbish bin to put my cardboard cup in. I
came across a section of fence protruding from the shore, just a few
panels of decrepit wood which seemed to have no purpose. With a
hair tie I kept around my wrist, I attached my phone to one of the
thin panels and quickly shuffled a few feet away. The timer counted
down ten seconds, then snapped me. It was too cold for me to check
my phone without my glove on, too bright to see the photo on the
screen, so I didn't bother looking at it, I just assumed I'd gotten a
half-decent selfie I could send to my mum to prove I'd been in New
York unattended for several days and was still alive. By the way, I'm
in my late twenties, but you should always let your mum know
you're all right. They worry.

I found a bench and as soon as I sat on it I knew I wouldn't be there
for long because it was like sitting on a block of ice. My eyes were
watering behind my sunglasses, my nose running, I was a hot
mess without the heat. I took a deep breath and looked out at the
water. No one was around now. The scene was totally dead. The
waves crashed cruelly onto the shore and I stared at the horizon.
For a moment there it was like an out of body experience. I looked
at my life on the other side of the world, the tiny room in an
expensive flat in London, the job I wasn't crazy about, the commute I hated, the emptiness of my days. The grief. It had been a
year and two months since my nan passed away at one o'clock in
the morning. I woke up suddenly on the floor of her nursing home
room as though someone had taken care to step over me but
disturbed me all the same. I sat up and she had gone, peacefully in
her sleep as always hoped. Free from the diseases that riddled her
body and mind, free of the fog of Dementia that changed her forever some eight years before. And I was relieved for her, but also
scared – where had she gone? Did she mind not existing anymore? I was sad that all your life goes away, that her last years
were warped. It made me angry for a long time.

I went into counselling to try and come to terms with all the pain and the
simmering rage that had swallowed me up and the lady I saw told me something that I carry with me to this day – you don't get over death, you get used
to it. On that rotting bench on Coney Island, I felt the by now familiar sting in
my eyes of tears, of that scooped out sensation in my chest, and I cried. I
wasn't happy in London, but I figured I wasn't really going to be happy anywhere for a long time. I was going to a show that night, the opening gigs of the
New York Winter Jazz Fest, my buddy I met on tour was going to be around,
but still I was sad. Wasn't this everything I had wanted when I was 15?
Dreams and aspirations of being some sort of travelling rock band associate,
splitting my time between London and hanging out with artists and musicians
in The Village? It was, but the sad part I hadn't reckoned on. The sad part
changed everything. I felt small and overwhelmed. I just wanted some peace.

Kings Cross, London, February
2016
I slowed down my pace once I crossed over Regent's Park and made it to
Euston Road. If I kept at my urgent half-gallop, I was likely to flare up
the tendinitis in my left foot before I'd even reached Old Street, and I
couldn't risk that. I didn't have my crutches, not that they make walking much more comfortable, not that I should even still have had them,
£10 of equipment St. Mary's in Paddington wouldn't see again.
I hated tube strikes. I was all for them, I think, because you should be
able to strike if you want to, but London goes into absolute chaos. I lived
in St. John's Wood, just off the High Street, which is a very affluent
neighbourhood and one I'm surprised I ended up in, having started my
London life in cruddy student halls near Deptford Bridge, long before
Deptford was cool. I loved the grime, I loved making my way to the 24
hour shop at odd hours to get cigarettes and milk so I could stay up late
writing and drinking far too much tea. That was when I could function
beyond 10pm. Young people – it'll happen to you one day, so make the
most of the night while it still belongs to you.
I worked in Mile End, which in relation to St. John's Wood is exactly the
other side of town. All right, not quite Osterley to Stratford, but a solid 2
hour walk. The bus journey took just as much time on a normal day so
rather than battle with underground commuters blinking in the morning sunlight they never usually see, clogging up the buses as they try to
figure out an above ground route, I decided to walk it. After nearly 9
years of living in the city, I knew the way. There wasn't a tube station I
passed I hadn't been in at some point.
There was a spring in my step, as much as there could be power walking
towards Angel. I'd been cyber stalking. Not an ex or a new love interest (I
was living that hermit life to the full), but a town. An entire geographical
landscape. I had been talking to Yasmin, my oldest and best friend, about all
my woes and bleakness. Where do I go? What do I do? I had a bit of money
from the sale of the family home I grew up in with my nan as it had quietly
turned into an edge of London commuter goldmine, so I could legitimately
do the most impossible
i
of all Millennial feats and buy somewhere to live. I
just didn't know where. London was out, finally, after so many years of
thinking London was my forever home, and then some years of trying to
convince myself it was, it had finally happened. I was done with it. I wanted
to leave. Also it was getting so expensive I'd be lucky to afford a shared
ownership cardboard box in Zone 4.

Yasmin is a very practical person and good at changing things if she's not
happy with it. For all the travelling I'd done, Yasmin was the one who
actually had the guts to live abroad and spent a year working in a nursery
in China when her job prospects all seemed a bit dry at home. I went to
visit her not long after my nan died and she took care of me in Hong Kong
and told me to pay no mind to the roaches that darted across the walls in
her apartment in Shenzhen. We're very different people on the surface –
she's more of a dress and heels, going to the club kind of a girl, I'm very
much not. We lived together briefly in Hackney and would raid wardrobes
depending on if we were going to a Her Type Place or a Me Type Place. She
would help me walk in heels, I'd help her achieve dive bar chic. We liked all
the music, all the crowds, all the places, and we'd end whatever kind of
night it was in the same way – at a chicken shop in Dalston just as they
were closing and get so much free food that was otherwise headed for the
bin we could barely carry it all. With no night buses to Homerton and no
money for a cab and Uber barely a thing back then, we'd walk the bus
route home. It took an hour and we didn't care and held hands most of the
way home until I got too clammy to hold onto (I get clammy, it's a thing).
So when I came to Yasmin forlorn, she didn't take the situation lightly and
thought long and hard. It was then that she would utter the words that
would change the course of my life.

"Why not Portsmouth?"

Yeah, why not? Apart from not having a job down there, not knowing anyone, not being at all familiar with the area and being a total
outsider who despite living on an island had always habited landlocked counties. Actually, yeah... why not?
Yasmin had suggested Portsmouth because a friend of hers from
home lived there and she'd been to visit and liked it. Part of me
also suspected this was her consolidating her friends, making it
easier to see bunches of us at a time. She's a popular lady.

Southsea Seafront, August
2017
I am a little chubber, so being out in public in a swimming costume is
difficult in case people berate me for not being a supermodel. Luckily
at 7am, there's hardly anyone around to see my little belly. I have
positioned myself far enough away from the old people who come out
for a swim every day whatever the season and some guys speaking in
Spanish to feel comfortable enough to dart into the sea and back without feeling too self-conscious to do so. Last night was hot. Dripping in
sweat, unable to sleep, my god why didn't I buy a fan in the winter
when they were still in stock kind of hot. This summer made even
more of a toast show because Shadow, the little black cat I've had since
I was 9, has moved in. My mum was done with her shedding all over
the place. The cat and I are incredibly close, as you would be with
anyone you've known for 19 years, so she insists on sleeping by my
face despite the sweltering temperature in my pizza oven of a house. I
have risen early so I can throw myself into the sea and cool off.

Even though I've lived full time in a seaside town for a year, I have
not yet been swimming. When I moved in to my house, to begin
with I was
commuting to London, still trying to find a job, determined to get
one in the NHS as a kind of thanks for all their efforts with my nan
and an
apology for all the years I smoked (and for the crutches I still have
from St. Mary's in Paddington). The first summer ran away from
me. Then I got a job, and on my last journey out of the city I ripped
up my extortionate monthly travelcard and wouldn't return for 8
months, lured back into the city when the buddy from New York
flew over for a gig, of course. My music biz friends had wrinkled
their noses and raised their eyebrows when I'd told them I was
relocating. Where? You know, The Wedgewood Rooms. Oh yeah, I
think I sold merch there before. So and so just played there. Oh,
nice...

As quickly as I could, I made my way down to the water over the
stones in bare feet, wincing as I went. I paused briefly when my toes
met the sea. Christ, maybe it was too cold. No, I told myself, it'll be
fine once you're in. I began to wade out, further and further, until
the water was up to my chest and the shock of the temperature had
worn off and become blissful. It was a clear day and I could see the
Isle of Wight in the distance, a little lump that had once seemed so
far away and alien. I turned around to check on my stuff, although I
hadn't brought any real valuables with me, my London instinct told
me someone was going to swipe my oversized denim jacket, the
vintage clothing purchase I made not long after I moved from Dress
Code on Albert Road. No one was anywhere near it. I watched the
joggers on the esplanade as I bobbed in the water, running underneath the fairy lights draped between the lampposts. The white
washed hotels and B&Bs shone in the sun. A gentle amount of cars
made their way to and fro. Dogs barked, the old people murmured
and chuckled, gulls cawed at each other. There was life here. I fell
backwards into the sea, straightening my body so I floated, bobbing
gently up and down, totally weightless. I closed my eyes and smiled.

BY NADIA
KUFTINOFF

OUR FAVOURITE ALBUM
ART OF FEBURARY

PRINT ME
SCREENSHOT ME
PUT ME ON YOUR INSTA

A TRIP DOWN
MEMORY LANE
BY ADAM
MOONEY

3RD MARCH 1985
The Smiths play
pl the Portsmouth Guildhall to demonstrate their latest
masterpiece, ‘Meat is Murder’ an album enriched in politics, love,
excitement and violence both lyrically and sonically. Morrissey
enchanted with now classics ‘I want the one I can’t have’ and ‘How
soon is now’, as well as drawing upon previous tracks such as ‘Still Ill’
and ‘Heaven knows I’m miserable now’, creating an angst drenched
performance, sprinkled with Marr’s typical brilliant melodic vibrancy which
whi flowed throughout. “The man is a fucking wizard” says
Oasis’ Noel Gallagher. One would find it hard to disagree.
A band followed by controversy, several delightful members of the
audience felt inclined to spit upon Morrissey, who unsurprisingly
stormed off stage before eventually returning to resume the set.
Lovely. Other than that, it was said to be an impressive performance
from players and frontman.
Yet, this isn’t a band making their way in the music industry. This is
a four piece firmly established in the mainstream, with their
self-titled debut album ‘The Smiths’ achieving
a
number 2 in the album
charts the previous year. This was a band that meant something to a
lot of people, a band that stood for the forgotten and disenfranchised
and they played here, in our back yard. We CAN attract this calibre of
band again, if we as the collective create an environment where an
appetite for live music is visibly present.
We need to support our local live venues, the Wedgewood rooms are
doing an amazing job to host these up and coming acts, but with
increased support, who’s to say we can’t draw the top bracket once
again.

Trackist:
William, It Was Really Nothing
I Want the One I Can't Have
What She Said
Handsome Devil
How Soon Is Now?
Shakespeare's Sister
Sha
Heaven Knows I'm Miserable Now
That Joke Isn't Funny Anymore

Reel Around the Fountain
Rusholme Ruffians
Hand in Glove
The Headmaster Ritual
Nowhere Fast
Still Ill
Meat Is Murder
Miserable Lie
Encore: Barbarism Begins at Home
You've Got Everything Now

